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▪ Medical Image Registration

• Finding Physically plausible spatial transformation between two images

Physically Plausible Transformation – One to one mapping without folding.
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When using displacement vector field (DVF)

Bending Energy

Diffusion

Gradient Inverse Consistency
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Using Gradient Inverse Consistency as an

implicit transformation regularizer results in 

• Spatially regular maps

• Better registration accuracy on knee, brain 

and Lung registration tasks



Background – Medical Image Registration 
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▪ Given a paired 𝐼𝐴 and 𝐼𝐵, a registration neural network 

aims to predict the transformation between 𝐼𝐴 and 𝐼𝐵. We train such 

a neural network via



Previous Work
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Displacement Vector Field (DVF)

Bending Energy

Diffusion

Limit large and complex deformation when trying to minimize them 

in the loss function.



Previous Work

▪ ICON proposed and proved that inverse consistency on the map 

yields regularized transformation map

But it has difficulty reduce percentage of folding to zero, especially 

when the resolution gets greater.
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Gradient Inverse Consistency
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▪ In theory, it is an implicit 𝐻1 type regularization. (see paper)

▪ Empirically, we observe that it

• converges faster

• is less sensitive to varying lambda

▪ Thus, we can learn registration networks with the same architecture, same 

learning rate and same lambda across registration tasks (inter-patient and intra-

patient).

Mang, Andreas, and George Biros. "Constrained H^1-regularization schemes for diffeomorphic image 

registration." SIAM journal on imaging sciences 9.3 (2016): 1154-1194.



GradICON
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A multi-step and multi-resolution 

network structure
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A multi-step and multi-resolution 

network structure



Experiments

▪ Comparison to other regularizers

▪ Empirical convergence analysis

▪ Applications on three datasets

• A knee MRI dataset of the Osteoarthritis Initiative (OAI)

• The Human Connectome Project’s collection of Young Adult brain 

MRIs (HCP) 

• A CT inhale/exhale lung dataset from COPDGene.
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Better Trading off between Similarity and Regularity
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Better Trading off between Similarity and Regularity
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Converge Faster than ICON
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Converge Faster than ICON
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Converge Faster than ICON
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SOTA on Knee, Brain and Lung
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• GradICON achieves SOTA results on inter-

patient registration and intra-patient 

registration tasks. Inter-patient

Inter-patient



SOTA on Knee, Brain and Lung
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• GradICON achieves SOTA results on inter-

patient registration and intra-patient 

registration tasks.

• GradICON achieves best performance on 

knee and lung registration and on par with 

the SOTA method(need Affine pre-

registration) on brain registration.



SOTA on Knee, Brain and Lung
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• GradICON achieves SOTA results on inter-

patient registration and intra-patient 

registration tasks.

• GradICON achieves best performance on 

knee and lung registration and on par with 

the SOTA method(need Affine pre-

registration) on brain registration.

• GradICON does not need affine pre-

alignment even for large deformation.
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• GradICON achieves SOTA results on inter-

patient registration and intra-patient 

registration tasks.

• GradICON achieves best performance on 

knee and lung registration and on par with 

the SOTA method(need Affine pre-

registration) on brain registration.

• GradICON does not need affine pre-

alignment even for large deformation.

• GradICON creates very small portion of 

foldings.



SOTA on Knee, Brain and Lung
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• GradICON achieves SOTA results on inter-

patient registration and intra-patient 

registration tasks.

• GradICON achieves best performance on 

knee and lung registration and on par with 

the SOTA method(need Affine pre-

registration) on brain registration.

• GradICON does not need affine pre-

alignment even for large deformation.

• GradICON creates very small portion of 

foldings.

• In the table, GradICON is trained with the 

same network structure, same lambda and 

same learning rate for all three tasks.



Summary

▪ We develop Gradient Inverse Consistency, a versatile regularizer for learning-

based image registration that relies on penalizing the Jacobian of the inverse 

consistency constraint and results, empirically and theoretically, in spatially 

well-regularized transformation maps.

▪ We demonstrate SOTA performance of models trained with GradICON on 

three large medical datasets with a unified training protocal.
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Thank you!

Github https://github.com/uncbiag/ICON
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